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THE EFFECTIVE CHIRAL MEAN�FIELD THEORYFOR SUPERHEAVY NUCLEI� ��Andrzej StaszzakInstitute of Physis, M. Curie-Skªodowska Universitypl. M. Curie-Skªodowskiej 1, 20-031 Lublin, Poland(Reeived November 2, 2000)The e�etive hiral mean-�eld model of Furnstahl, Serot and Tang(FST) is proposed to examine stability of superheavy nulei. The FSTmodel is an example of a nulear e�etive �eld theory where the hadroniLagrangian is onstruted aording to the symmetries of quantum hro-modynamis and the �naturalness� ondition.PACS numbers: 24.10.Jv, 21.60.Jz, 12.39.Fe, 27.90.+b1. IntrodutionThe searh for SuperHeavy Elements (SHE's) for more than 30 years hasbeen an area of ative experimental and theoretial investigation. The latestexperimental suesses in the synthesis of SHE's (for review see, e.g. [1℄)ause this part of nulear physis alluring.Most of the theoretial alulations on ground-state and deay propertiesof SHE's have been performed with Mirosopi�Marosopi (MM) models,where a global tendeny of the nulear energy is obtained from the di�er-ent marosopi models and the loal (quantum) �utuations by use of aStrutinsky's method [2℄.From the MM models it is expeted that a spherial doubly-magi nu-leus next to 208Pb should exist for Z = 114 and N = 184. The enhanementin nulear stability is also expeted near the deformed shells at Z = 108 andN = 162, what is onsistent with reent experimental results.Masses of SHE's have been also alulated in the Fermion DynamialSymmetry Model (FDSM) [3℄, where SU(2) and SU(3) dynamial symme-tries onneted with pairing and quadrupole interations, relatively are taken� Presented at the XXXV Zakopane Shool of Physis �Trends in Nulear Physis�,Zakopane, Poland, September 5�13, 2000.�� Work supported by the Polish State Committee for Sienti� Researh (KBN), grantNo. 2 P03B 021 19. (685)



686 A. Staszzakinto aount. In the FDSM model the spherial double-magi nuleus isshifted downward in neutron number in omparison with the MM predi-tion and found at Z = 114 and N = 164.At the more fundamental level, the ground-state properties of SHE'shave been investigated in self-onsistent models starting with an underlyingnuleon�nuleon interation. In [4℄ the nonrelativisti Skyrme�Hartree�Fok(SHF) model [5℄ with di�erent types of e�etive interations has been usedand ompared with the MM results. The Hartree�Fok�Bogoliubov (HFB)approah with the Gogny fore has been used to study the ground-stateproperties of about one hundred nulei with 104 � Z � 128 in [6℄.The Relativisti Hartree�Bogoliubov (RHB) model in the spherial limit[7℄ and the axially deformed Relativisti Mean�Field (RMF) model [8℄ havebeen employed for SHE's in [9℄. The RMF model has been also preformedfor SHE's in [10�12℄ and more reently in [13, 14℄, where the shell strutureof SHE's within the SHF and RMF models has been ompared for di�er-ent parametrization. Authors have onluded that all used Skyrme modelspredit the strongest shell e�et at Z = 124; 126 and N = 184. On theother hand, in RMF approahes the strongest shell stabilization appears forZ = 124 and N = 172.The unertainty in preditions of the stability for SHE's enourages toemploy new more fundamental theoretial nulear models. Quantum hro-modynamis (QCD) is nowadays the established theory of the strong inter-ations. On the other hand, at low-energy where non-perturbative e�ets ofQCD dominate, the relevant degrees of freedom are not quarks and gluonsbut hadrons. These two fats one has to take into aount in onstrutingthe modern nulear theory.It is generally believed that an important lue toward understandingnulear phenomena in the ontext of QCD is the hiral symmetry and theonept of the e�etive �eld theory (EFT) see, e.g. [15℄. Almost perfethiral SU(2)L � SU(2)R symmetry of QCD is assoiated with the fat thatthe up and down quarks are very light. This symmetry is spontaneouslybroken to its vetorial subgroup SU(2)V with the appearane of Goldstonebosons, whih are the pseudosalar mesons (pions).The EFT tehnique is based on a famous �theorem� by Weinberg [16℄:When we alulate a physial amplitude from Feynman diagrams using themost general Lagrangian that involves the relevant degrees of freedom andsatis�es the assumed symmetries of the underlying high-energy theory, we aresimply onstruting the most general amplitude that is onsistent with generalpriniples of relativity, quantum mehanis, and the assumed symmetries.



The E�etive Chiral Mean�Field Theory for Superheavy Nulei 6872. E�etive hiral Lagrangian for nuleiOne of the latest attempts at formulating EFT for �nite nulei andnulear mater is the generalization of Waleka quantum hadrodynamis(QHD) [17, 18℄ by Furnstahl, Serot and Tang (FST) [19�21℄. The e�e-tive hiral Lagrangian of FST is expanded in powers of �elds and theirderivatives, with terms organized by applying Georgi's �naive dimensionalanalysis� [22�24℄ and �naturalness� ondition.The relevant degrees of freedom are nuleons N(x) = � p(x)n(x)�, pions�(x) � �(x) 12� (with �a being Pauli matries), and the low-lying non-Goldstone bosons: isovetor�vetor � meson ��(x) � ��(x) 12� , isosalar�vetor meson ! represented by a vetor �eld V�(x), and an e�etive isosalar�salar �eld �(x) to simulate two-pion exhange (� meson). Chiral symme-try SU(2)L � SU(2)R is realized nonlineary [25, 26℄ and U(x) � �2(x) =exp (2i�(x)=f�) 2 SU(2) is presumed to desribe the pion �eld, wheref� � 93MeV is the pion-deay onstant. We an also de�ne an axial vetor�eld a� � � i2(�y��� � ����y) = ay� , a polar vetor �eld v� � � i2(�y��� +����y) = vy� , and the ovariant tensors v�� = ��v� � ��v� + i[v�; v� ℄ =�i[a�; a� ℄ ; ��� = D����D���+ig[��; �� ℄ , where D��� = ����+i[v�; �� ℄is the hirally ovariant derivative of the rho �eld.The e�etive Lagrangian an be written asL = LN + LM + LEM ; (2.1)where eah term is trunated by onsidering the various values of � = d +n2 + b, where d is the number of derivatives, n the number of nuleon �eldsand b the number of non-Goldstone boson �elds in the interation term.Through � = 4, the part of the e�etive Lagrangian involving nuleons maybe written asLN(x) = N�i�(�� + iv� + ig��� + igvV�) + gA�5a� �M + gs��N�f�g�4M N������N � fvgv4M NV�����N � ��MNv�����N ; (2.2)where ��� = i[�; � ℄=2, V�� � ��V� ���V�, gA � 1:26 is the axial ouplingonstant, M = 939MeV is the nuleon mass, gi; fi; (i = �; v) are vetor andso-alled tensor ouplings for � and ! mesons, gs is a Yukawa oupling forthe e�etive salar �eld �; and �� = f�4 is the oupling for higher-order �Ninteration. The mesoni part of the Lagrangian up to order � = 4 is
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LM(x) = 12 �1 + �1 gs�M � ������+ f2�4 tr (��U��U y)+f2�4 m2�tr (U + U y � 2)�12tr (������)� 14 �1 + �2 gs�M �V��V �� � g��� 2f2�m2� tr (���v��)+12�1 + �1 gs�M + �22 g2s�2M2 �m2vV�V � + 14!�0g2v(V�V �)2+�1 + �� gs�M �m2�tr (����)�m2s�2�12 + �33! gs�M + �44! g2s�2M2 � ;(2.3)where mv = 782MeV;m� = 770MeV;ms are !; � and � mesons masses,g��� is the ��� oupling. The eletromagneti interations are desribed byLEM(x) = �14F ��F�� � eN� 12(1 + �3)NA�� e4MF��N����N � e2M2N�(�s + �v�3)N��F ���2ef2�A�tr (v��3)� e2g F��h tr (�3���) + 13 V ��i; (2.4)where A� is the eletromagneti �eld, F�� is the eletromagneti �eld tensor,g = 5:01, and � � 12�p(1 + �3) + 12�n(1 � �3) , with �p = 1:793 and �n =�1:913 the anomalous magneti moments of the proton and the neutron,respetively.The e�etive hiral Lagrangian Eq. (2.1) at a given order ontains ertainparameters that are not onstrained by the symmetries, the so-alled low-energy onstants (LECs). Apart from �s, �v, and f�, whih are �xed fromthe free-spae harge radii of the nuleon, the remaining thirteen LECs gs,gv, g�, �1, �2, ��, �3, �4, �0, ms, fv, �1, and �2 have to be determined fromexperimental data. The LECs are de�ned applying the �naive dimensionalanalysis� so that they are assumed to be of order unity (�natural�).
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